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Reflections on Transfer In
Heard this : “Power to be centralized “
Symbol eternity: In the symbol there are two Open Spaces – vital that there is open space.
Insight. That the open space is vital important - or else there would be noe eternity symbol.

We can use card on daily basis
Becoming present in the circle
Happy to listen about integrity as this is one of the core aspect of any org.
Happy to learn of weapons that are creating so
much value and not destruction :)

Integrity - unbroken - what is inside - same
as outside

Hopes & Fears

Hopes & Fears
Hopes;
- Something new to learn X 3
- Opportunity to learn
- Chance to deep dive and learn
organization.
- New community and people,
amazing stories.
- The workshop would help us hear
new stories and share new(give
and take)
- It is going to help us whether we
are going on a right track. Follow
footsteps.
- Continuous learning with genuine
contact with new people
- Expand horizon
- High Expectations

Fear:
- Fearless
- Technological difficult- Audio and video X 3
- Colleagues met in an accident, not in a state
initially but now got stable.
- Able to get time and digest the content
- Disturbances from surroundings
- A non residential workshop, with less reflection
time. How GCO is working online.
- Too High Expectations

Hopes & Fears
Hope:*New Learning
-

First time sitting with person from
different culture, different country learning through the collective wisdom .

Learning about different aspects of a GCO?
How is NF aligned to a GCO, if at all? How do
we know? What do we need to learn so we
become a genuine org?
*- NF team will learn about great WPPF
facilitation by observing Rachel and Birgitt
- I will understand what I need to do to
make NF a full GC org
- Deeper Conviction that GC is the way to
go for NF

Fears:
*Language Barriers.
Long late evening - focus?
Miss last 2 days - will I still be able get what I
need
Concentration - difficult to sustain, how to remain
grounded and not to be distracted

Reflections on Hopes & Fears
Stories! I would really love to know more from life experiences, as and when
possible
NF is already GC organisation
Expanding the Horizon

Collective wisdom

Assumptions

(share insights that feel important to you about organizations, leaders, and leading a
Genuine Contact Organization - p 15-22 in workbook)

Organization 1- healthy organization with productive human resource
2- less attrition
3- people love to work with respect
4- organizational growth with employees
Leaders 1- Genuinely believes in GC
2- patience
3- sharing of responsibilities & giving growth opportunity to other
4- mentoring rather instructing
5- allowing other to express

Assumptions

(share insights that feel important to you about organizations, leaders, and leading a
Genuine Contact Organization - p 15-22 in workbook)
Individual Health and Balance
Collective wisdom
Trusted environment
Reflection time
Aware of who you are, where you are, my condition.
Align your purpose with org. Purpose: Mind, spirit,
Life nurturing environment will create:
Effective
Shared purpose
Shared goals
Collective intelligence
Grow with change
See possibilities
Willing to change

Create space for:
Empathy
Personal leadership
Learning process
Sharing
Appreciative communication
Responsibel
Action-oriented
Fully present
Clear purpose

Assumptions

(share insights that feel important to you about organizations, leaders, and leading a
Genuine Contact Organization - p 15-22 in workbook)
Important to be healthy. Company doing well.
Amazone: Creative. But if individuals are not healthy
condition. Success will not be sustainable.
Will not learn. Motivation goes down.

Collective intelligence.

If a person is not healthy. Org. can not grow.

Personal purpose align with org.
Purpose.
Find the meaning of working that goes
beyond salary.

Complex and everchanging situations to adapt to.
Change is constant.

Org. understands that it is whole.
Holistic perspective.

In this complex and changing world – it is the
difference between life and death.

Assumptions

(share insights that feel important to you about organizations, leaders, and leading a
Genuine Contact Organization - p 15-22 in workbook)
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Healthy person/org can recover faster than unhealthy.Ability to handle the change.
Take care of all the 4 quadrants: Mind, body, Spirit and emotions.
Framework with flexibility
Integrity to work , trust, motivation
Organization is more important than individual
All people aligned in organization vs some.
Things were important before being urgent.Planning will reduce the frequency or
urgent things
Short term vs long term goals.
Healthy will survive. They have tools to come back to balance.
Speed and steady. Collective wisdom.
Organization is not the end, it’s a tool to achieve the purpose
Planning is being, action is doing. We are human beings not human doings
Conscious organization will respond to change

